
Multimodal Optimisation
of Roadspace in Europe

An update from the MORE project

Better streets for better cities:
Register for the MORE Final Event

As the MORE project draws to a close, the
experts and practitioners who have
contributed to shape innovative concepts
and tools for the reallocation of road space
will gather in Brussels (and online) on 17
February to present their experience and
findings.

Read more

MORE to hold four online sessions
to discuss the present and the
future of our streets

We are holding four online sessions to
discuss street reactivation post-Covid19,
the impact of future technologies on our
streets, the latest updates on the EU "TEN-
T" policy, and dive deeper in the tools
developed by MORE.

Read more

LED road markings and signing
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can help allocate road space more
dynamically

MORE conducted trials using LED lights to
assess the potential for new technologies
to enhance the efficiency of urban road
space.

Read more

The role of spatial planning and
place-based solutions to achieve
net-zero carbon transport

MORE project partner Vectos presented a
report on “Net Zero Transport: the role of
spatial planning and place-based
solutions”.

Read more

How to reducing pressure on the
TEN-T road network and corridor
roads?

The fifth MORE TEN-T network workshop
addressed “Fostering modal shift for
passenger journeys, initiatives for reducing
pressure on the TEN-T road network and
corridor roads”.

Read more

4th TEN-T workshop addresses EU
decarbonisation agenda and the
future of urban nodes

We look back at the fourth MORE TEN-T
network workshop “Decarbonising mobility
in urban nodes: Governance and policy
challenges”.

Read more

Project in the spotlight: Flexcurb
project to enhance last-mile
operations in 4 European cities

FlexCURB, an exciting new initiative
focused on enhancing urban last-mile
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operations funded by EIT Urban Mobility,
officially kicked off on Tuesday 11 January
2022. The cities of Leuven, Toulouse,
Strasbourg and Funchal will be involved.

Read more

Upcoming events

Better streets for better cities; MORE Final Event | Brussels & Online, 17
February 2022
MORE webinar: Bringing life back to streets | Online, 21 February 2022
MORE webinar:Advances in technologies and future scenarios | Online, 22
February 2022
MORE webinar: What's next for TEN-T policies?  | Online, 23 February 2022
MORE webinar: An introduction to the MORE tools  | Online, 24 February 2022

Find all the news, reports and upcoming events on the MORE website.

Visit the MORE website

www.roadspace.eu
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